Mechanical Re-Programmable Security

Gaming Locks

"Strong - Secure - Key Control Solution for the Gaming Industry"

RIELDA Re-Programmable Gaming Locks

"Safeguard your Game machines and your Profit"
Mechanical REPROGRAMMABLE Security Locks for Gaming Industry

"Let us protect you Game machines, business and profit"

The success of RIELDA was the ability to understand and meet the Security and Key Control problem that Gaming and Casino industry face every day. RIELDA Re-programmable locks (World-Wide patent), specifically designed for Gaming Sector, have conferred the new standard for the Security locking of gaming machines. RIELDA Re-Programmable Gaming locks (16384 change of key combinations), represent a world-wide unique and advanced security Patented locking system, able to solve quickly, easily and with a cost-effective way, problems linked to the Security, Management and Key Control of the Gaming equipment. RIELDA have a long expertise in the manufacture of Reprogrammable Camlocks and our ongoing development programme, combined with the continually evolving demands of our customers, have resulted in the availability of a comprehensive range of different Reprogrammable security locks.

From many years RIELDA supply many companies in the Leisure, Amusements and Casino sectors for all types of gaming and video-machines, slot-machines, pool tables and many other varieties of coin-operated recreational machines.

The comprehensive range of RIELDA Re-programmable Gaming locks fit all major Gaming machine brand and are designed to retrofit most manufacturers of cam locks. The Reprogramming operation is the best way to restore the security of your machines, reducing the time machines have to be out of operation.

The Re-Programmable Security Gaming Locks give you an easy, quickly, cost-effective, time-saving and convenient method to gain and keep the Security and Key Control of your machines. RIELDA Re-programmable locks allow you to regenerate the security level of your locks and keep a high degree of Key Control.

RIELDA is committed to ensuring that we stay in the forefront of our Industry by continuing to invest in research and development, by maintaining our strict quality control and customer service procedures and reacting efficiently to the needs of our customers, in their search for effective security solutions.

The use of advanced and high technological working equipment and the Engineering Department helps assist with rapid prototyping allowing RIELDA to provide solutions for custom applications. RIELDA has all the locks you need to secure your Game machines and all the high security options you want to safeguard your business. Let RIELDA help you protect your profits.

With RIELDA Mechanical Re-Programmable locks you gain and keep the Key Control of your Game machines and your Profit.
Is Your Gaming machines Secure?

SECURITY AND KEY CONTROL. For most Service Companies involved in the maintenance and management of Gaming machines these two problems represent a threats for the own Equipment and profit. How confident are you that your Game machines are secure?

- Do you have control of your keys?
- Do you believe that previous employee have your keys?
- Have your keys been lost or stolen?
- Do you think that there are many keys in circulations or that somebody might have duplicate your keys without your permission?

All those cases poses serious short-term threats to your business and money. You need to restore the lock’s security of your Game Equipment and this is always costly, inconvenient, time-consuming.

RIELDA offers a unique and extensive family of Re-Programmable lock specifically designed for the Gaming Industry and able to regenerate the security of the machine lock quickly and easily, with a cost-effective and time-saving way.

RIELDA Re-programmable locks enable the Owner/Manager to change the key being in use with one completely different without having to replace the locks. It is possible to Re-Program the locks as many times as is necessary with 16384 different key combinations. Just a half turn of the Programming Key to change the lock combination and cancel the previous key. No lock dismount is necessary. Easy to disable lost, stolen, key non-returned or keys end up in wrong hand. Why change the locks when you only need to change the keys? The RIELDA family of Re-programmable locks has been designed to Last and offer an effective solution to Security and Key Control problem.

Moreover, the Re-programmable locks provide the solution at the key handling. The Re-programmable locks allow simple, flexible, low-cost and immediate "Key Unification" - just one Key to manage all the Game machines or groups of Game machine.

RIELDA keys are supplied separately in sealed Key Kits, which contain a unique Programming Key (in gold finish) to change the lock combinations, and a quantity of Use Keys (in silver finish) for daily use, according the customers needs. The Re-Programmable locks are supplied un-programmed (neutral position).

**Programming**

1. Insert the Programming Key (in gold finish)
2. Rotate it half turn (from the neutral position to the close position) and withdraw the key. The Use Key (in silver finish) can be used normally to operate the lock

**Re- Programming**

3. Insert the Original Programming Key
4. Rotate it half turn (from the close position to the neutral position) and withdraw the key. Take a new Key Kit and repeat the Programming instructions pic. 1&2

The lock is now Re-programmed to operate with the new Use Keys and neither the Programming Key nor the Use Keys from the old Key Kit will now operate the locks. The locks can be rekeyed into one of the 16384 key combinations or back to the original key combination regardless of sequence.
The "Key Unification" allows to manage with a single Key all the Gaming machines also of different brands and models equipped with different type of Rielda Re-Programmable locks. Just Program all the Equipments by the same Programming Key. What's more, additional machines can be operated by the existing key. The "Key Unification" removes the difficulty and inconvenience to handle and manage many different keys. The Re-programming feature allows to change the Keys Management whenever you want: flexible and comfortable. RIELDA Re-programmable Gaming Locks offer decisive Advantages and Benefits when compared to other locks.

You may have up to 16384 different Use Keys which can operate the locks, but only one at a time. 16384 different combinations are available for each lock which will be chosen among 1 Million of total lock combinations available. 16384 locks in one. There is no any outward indication of the current setting of the lock. The setting of the lock is known only by the Programming Key holder/user. No combination sequence must be followed. With the purchase of the first Kit of Keys, the owner sets for the first time the lock combination. The Owner after buying a sealed Key Kit, personally does the matching of keys and cylinder. The Programming operations ensure the owner that nobody before him has possessed the keys and makes the user the only owner of the key. With the first Kit of Keys he can Program and Re-Program also the locks he will buy later. The Programming Key is retained by the user for future changes of lock combinations or to Program additional locks or to change the Keys/machines Management.

When Game manufacturer supplies the equipments with the same key-code to all the customers, you can change the lock combination after the purchase of the Gaming Equipments and this make you sure that no other operators could open your machines.

With conventional lock (fixed-key locks) as time goes by, the lock's security decrease due to theft, loss and duplications of the keys. The owner and rightful key-user can no longer be sure whether the key has been duplicated without them being aware. The Reprogramming operation allow to the Gaming Operators to keep constant the security level of the locks machine, reducing the time machines have to be out of operation. You don't lose selling time waiting to have lock changed by an outside person and the equipment's security is maintained. RIELDA Re-Programmable Gaming locks give you the easy, quick, cost-effective, time-saving and convenient method to gain and keep the Security and Key Control of your Game machines, that Puts you in Control.

You benefit from the investment in RIELDA Reprogrammable security lock the very first day you need to re-set the lock. Lost or stolen keys, personnel changes, keys no went back or suspect of duplicate without permission need no longer compromise your security or involve you in the inconvenience and expense of changing your locks. The turn of the Programming Key restore the lock's security.

RIELDA Re-programmable locks rapidly avoid the fraudulent use of lost or stolen keys and allow a comfortable and flexible key management. RIELDA offers a extensive range of Re-Programmable security Game locks for virtually every type, brand and model of Game machines. The RIELDA Re-programmable locks, specifically designed for Gaming market, have conferred the new standard for the locking of Game machines. Re-Programmable Gaming Locks combine high resistance to any form of physical and manipulation attack with the Advantages and Benefits given by the Re-programming feature.

Now, you know what's new in Security and Key Control for the Gaming Industry. Safeguarding your money, profit and business. RIELDA Re-programmable security locks give you an effective solution to the Machine's security and a flexible and a comfortable solution to the Key handling. Gain the Control and Keep the Control of your Gaming Equipment with RIELDA Re-programmable security locks.
Locks Protection

RIELDA Reprogrammable Game locks are highly reliable and tested in accordance with the Security Regulations EN 1303 (European Security Standards).
RIELDA Re-programmable Security locks uniquely combine the advantages and benefit offered by the mechanical Re-Programming capability with lock strength and patented key protection. Re-Programmable cylinders are highly reliable and guaranteed against manipulation and forcing and are featured by several Resistant Protections:

- Anti-drilling resistance by hardened steel inserts
- Anti-picking resistance trough special sidebar
- Plug Pulling/Pushing protection
- High wear resistance through large shape of particular plug Pins and particular Levers components.
- Designed with the RIELDA patented "Double-Locking-System" to further enhance the resistance to plug extraction and plug rotation.
- Strong Keys in Nickel-Silver (Alpaca) ensure high resistance against wearing, breaking and torsion to guarantee a longer life.

The complex internal locking mechanism incorporate 15 high-precision active components (7 particular "Levers", 7 special "Pins", 1 particular "Sidebar") that enhance the security of the locking system and the Picking protection. 15 high-precision active components have to be brought in certain position to turn the plug.

- Patented key and Exclusive and Registered Key Control. For your protection, all the keys are assigned on exclusive basis and are factory registered by means of confidential signature cards. We do not supply or sell key blanks for duplication.
- Restricted key policy : Keys may only be duplicated by RIELDA and only at your request. Key codes assigned on exclusive basis
Applications of the RIELDA Re-Programmable Security Locks in the Gaming Market

The wide range of RIELDA Re-Programmable Security Gaming Locks meet the locking needs of a comprehensive line of different type of Gaming and Casino Equipments:

- Slot machine
- Game Machine
- Pool table
- Coin Operated recreational machine

Besides, RIELDA manufacture a comprehensive range of Re-Programmable Cam Locks providing many other industries such us:

- Vending Machines
  - Cold and Hot beverage
  - Coffee
  - Snack
  - Confectionary
  - Foods
  - Tickets
  - Cigarettes
  - Newspapers
  - Coin
  - others

- Currency Charges
- Safety Deposit Boxes
- Parking meters
- Pay phone equipment
- Access control system
- Data Storage Files
- Metallic cabinet
- Mailboxes
- Laundry equipment
- Gun cabinets
- Trolley duty free (Aircraft)
- Cash Boxes
- Automatic Bank Tellers

The use of advanced and high technological working equipment and the Engineering Department help assist with rapid prototyping allowing RIELDA to provide solutions for custom applications. Whatever you need, we will always tailor our solutions to your individual requirements or we can modify existing products to fit your particular needs.

The comprehensive range of Re-programmable Security locks is for application on equipment with the need of protecting money. Vending, Gaming, Parking and Bank safe boxes are the fields where this product is the most popular due to its unique feature.

RIELDA has all the locks you need to secure your vending machines and all the high security options you want to safeguard your business. Let RIELDA help you protect your profit.
RIELDA families of Reprogrammable Gaming Locks include a wide range of Cam Locks with different length, diameters and head shape covering the locking needs for all type and popular brands of Gaming Machines.

About the 500 Security Series (S) and the 500-HS High Security Series:

- Protection from drilling by means of hardened steel inserts.
- Particular internal mechanism and special sidebar renders the Re-Programmable locks virtually pickproof.
- Key control program to guard against unauthorized duplication.
- Key Control Program provide Restricted, factory registered key system with exclusive key code assignment available on request.
- Wide range of different type of cam
- Wide choices of rotations: 45°, 90°, 120° degree clockwise and 45°, 90°, 120° degree counterclockwise.
- Master Key Capability
- Key removable in locked position
- Plug and Shell in Chrome or nickel plated brass.
Re-Programmable Switch Lock:  
**Features and Benefits**

RIELDA Switch Lock combine electrical functions, protection against physical and manipulation attack and the key control ensured by the Re-programming capability. The Switch Lock featuring picking resistance, drill resistance, pushing/pulling resistance and engineered with Rielda patented "Double-Locking-System" which enhance picking protection.

RIELDA switch lock feature single or double switches. Provides normally open and normally closed electrical contacts. Momentary and maintained contact available. Current ratings from milliamperes to amps, single and multi-poles. This unique combination is ideally suited for applications requiring controlled access to electrically activated systems. The electric cylinders are designed to activate by means of a key, a micro switch which closes the electric circuit. Depending on what the circuit is designed for a certain electric devices will be activated. Typical applications are: slot machine jackpot resets, burglar alarm, electronic information system, escalators, blinds, electrically controlled doors and gates are among the many applications for this versatile key switch. RIELDA security Re-Programmable switch locks are available in single and double switch. Provide normally open and normally closed electrical contact. Rielda’s engineering and design capabilities are available to customers with special application requirements.

---

Re-Programmable Double Bolt Lock:  
**Features and Benefits**

The Re-programmable Double Bolt Lock is engineered to be suited to pool-table Game-machine with metallic cases, Football tables, Coin-operated entertainment machines equipped with metallic rack and generally every application requiring a locking mechanism with double bolt. The locking mechanism feature right hand and left hand bolts. Both the bolts retract into the lock path or extend out the lock according the turn direction of the key. The Re-programmable Double Bolt Lock is equipped with Reprogrammable security cylinder featuring picking resistance, drill resistance, pushing/pulling resistance and engineered with Rielda patented "Double-Locking-System" which enhance picking protection.
RIELDA offers a wide range of Re-programmable shackle padlocks with several shackle length and body size to fit any Gaming machines specific requirements and to enhance the Gaming machine security. The padlock cases are constructed of quality brass with shackles of stainless steel for corrosion protection or hardened steel for protection against sawing and cutting and provide better tensile strength to resist pulling attack. All the shackle padlocks incorporate picklock functions and stainless steel inserts to provide resistance to corrosion and drilling attack. Re-programmable Padlocks are designed with the patented "Double-Locking-System" which offers high resistance against pulling. Rubber weather seals around the leg and chrome finishes make this padlocks suited to harsh weather conditions. Drainage holes prevent freezing. Special drainage channels allow water to flow through the padlock rather than getting trapped inside and freezing during the cold weather. The Re-Programmable padlocks can be Programmed together with other type of Re-Programmable Gaming locks in order to have a Single Key. Patented key control. Restricted, factory registered key system with exclusive key codes assignment available on request.

Re-Programmable Shackle Padlock : Features and Benefits

Re-Programmable Armoured Padlock : Features and Benefits

Re-Programmable Armoured Padlock are available with a variety of bolt lengths and body size to fit any Gaming machines specific requirements and enhance the Gaming machine security. The Re-Programmable Armoured padlocks came with case in hardened steel. Stainless steel bar. Drilling protection by hardened steel insert . Special Sidebar offer picking resistant. Designed with Rielda's patented "Double-Locking System" that provide high resistance to plug extraction. High resistance to break-in tools. Re-Programmable armoured padlocks provide high protection against sledgehammers, saw attack and other physical attacks and prevent attack by conventional bolt cutters. Resistance to rust and corrosion. Chrome finishes for weather resistant.

Internal mechanism with 9 special Pins and 9 particular Levers to assure a further picking resistance. The Re-Programmable Armoured padlocks can be Programmed together with other type of Re-Programmable Gaming locks in order to have a Single Key. Patented key control. Restricted, factory registered key system with exclusive key codes assignment available on request.
Security Options and accessories

RIELDA produce a wide range of security options and accessories for additional lock protection.

SECURITY GUARD COLLAR
Security guard collar are strongly recommended for use with RIELDA's Re-Programmable cam locks when the locks are mounted in sheet metal applications. When installed around the face of the lock, the hardened steel collars is free to rotate, providing superior protection against attack with vise-grips or channel-lock pliers.

TAILORED-MADE LOCK HOUSING
Tailoring-made lock housing in which fit the lock

SPACERS
Used to space cylinders head out from panel. May be used with rotary switch locks, switch locks, and cam locks.

RIELDA Engineering Department will be glad to collaborate with the manufacturer technician staff to design security option according to the machinery construction needs.

Type of Cams

There are available three cam models:
- Straight cam
- Hooked cam
- Offset cam

Materials of cams is zinc plated steel

Re-Programmable Spherical-Padlocks: Features and Benefits

The Re-programmable Spherical-Padlock is engineered to be suitable to many Vending Equipments and applications that require money protections. With the particular shape and dimension, the Re-programmable Spherical-Padlock offers great versatility and can be installed on Equipments and application with different dimension. This special Padlock has been developed to offer high resistance to attack by tool such as drill, pliers, pincers and manipulation tools (pick and others). Both spheries are manufactured in hardened steel to prevent drilling attack. The rotation of both the spheries prevent that the padlock can be twisted by pliers and shears with consequent breaking. Many are the applications in which the Spherical-Padlock can be used:
- Vending Equipments
- Gaming Equipments
- Tool Boxes
- Lorry rear door
- Motorcycle
- fuel and hydraulic tank
- power stations

Type of Cams

There are available three cam models:
- Straight cam
- Hooked cam
- Offset cam

Materials of cams is zinc plated steel
RIELDA KEY CONTROL APPROACH

The security of any locking system depends on two critical factors:

1. physical strength against picking, drilling, breaking and other forms of attack and
2. controlling duplication of keys.

The main objective of Keys Control is to restrict the acquisition of the keys. It is one of the most vital factors in determining the security level of any lock system and it is an integral part of lock security. Employees, maintenance personnel, operators with temporary access to original non-restricted and non-patented keys have no problems getting duplicates cut for their personal use. Effective key control is essential to the success of a high security lock system. Industries business and other facilities today are faced with the ever increasing problem of unauthorised key duplication. Key control is important for the integrity of all that application with the need of protecting money. If you can have keys copied at a local store, then anybody can have your keys copied also. RIELDA has always taken this risk seriously and offers various levels of Key Control to satisfy the individual security requirements of the end-user.

RIELDA has counter-acted the key control problem with three ways combined together: Key patented, key blanks not supplied to the trade and the Re-programming feature. RIELDA mechanical Reprogrammable security locks offer a true solution to the Key Control problem, providing a cost-effective solution to the Security and Key Control matter. The Re-Programming operation is the simple, best and effective way to renew the lock's security and to maintain the Key Control.

RIELDA keys are sold separately in sealed kits, which contain a unique Programming Key (in gold finish) for Programming and Re-Programming operation, and each Key Kits came with a quantity Use Keys for everyday use (in silver colour) according the customers needs.

RIELDA Re-Programmable security lock are the effective best solution to gain and keep high degree in Security and Key Control, that puts you in Control.

RIELDA provide many different levels of patented protection:

1. Commercial key protection policy: RIELDA key profile has been developed in our own Design Department. No blank key are released to the trade.

2. Organisational key protection (Security Cards and Contract): only the authorised owner of a key is allowed to order a duplicate. This is achieved through Security Cards (or in some cases by Contracts) which is supplied together the keys.

3. Legal key protection through world-wide patent: the keys and locks are protected by a world-wide patent. Nobody is allowed to produce a key without authorisation by RIELDA. Legal action as court action might be carried out against illegal key duplication.
RIELDA KEY CONTROL PROGRAM

RIELDA KEY CONTROL PROGRAM are designed so that only authorised individuals are able to order restricted keys, thus ensuring total control over a key system and eliminating the possibility of unauthorised key duplication. The distribution of the keys is carried out on geographical basis and assigned on exclusively basis. RIELDA provide many different levels of Key Control Program:

Security Card: offer physical protection of patent protected keys. Requires authorisation Security Card and signature verification to obtain duplicate keys. The Security Cards are supplied with each registered key kit. Duplicate are cut by the Rielda factory.

Contract: offer physical protection of patent protected keys. Contract between institution or large business and RIELDA ensuring strict adherence to key control policies. To get keys duplicated it is necessary to submit written and signed requirement to the factory.

Keys with no-duplicable code: offer physical protection of patent protected keys. Keys with no-duplicable code, satisfy the strictest security requirements of the user and represent the highest level of key control. The factory not provide duplicate for this kind of keys. Keys with no-duplicable codes are the best key control solution for every industries or institutions.

The effective security solution in the case the keys are lost, stolen, non-returned or you need just to cancel the many keys in circulation, is to get a new key kit and Re-Program the cylinders.

In the case you need additional keys, you can purchase a larger new-code Key Kit in order to have spare keys and Re-Program the lock.

Keys with reserved codes: offer physical protection of patent protected keys. A range of key codes are reserved on exclusively basis to Vending Companies ensuring that no other Vending Operators in the world have the same keys codes. Just the customer can requires special form and signature verification to obtain duplicate keys. Keys are cut by the factory.
Quality Control and Testing

"The goal of the Total Quality"

With the Quality Management System Rielda maintains consistent quality, promotes an organized internal quality system and responds quickly to any quality issues.

RIELDA Test and Control laboratories are equipped with the most modern facilities in order to carry out measurements, tests and quality control. Electronic-optical dimensional control machinery and optical-manual control machinery check the lock's alignment. Quality control is carried out at each step of the production cycle up to the finished product, when a final inspection is made before storage. Along with extensive quality control, RIELDA is also undertaking constant research to improve what is an already excellent and unique product.

Test on lock's durability (open/close cycle) are carried out by special automatic test equipment before to start any mass-production.

Research and Development:

"The heart of the security's innovations"

The Research & Development department represent the vital part of the RIELDA Company. The Engineers and Designers are continuously engaged in the research and designing of new security features and new security products and moreover to design custom-made locks to provide the right solution to specific security needs. All the Designing and Researching activities are supported by dedicated Computerized Workstation and dedicated software applications such as CAD - Computer Aided Development and CAM - Computer Aided Manufacturer.
Production technology in the forefront

RIELDA’s development and success through the years was quickened by a number of factors, such as: careful planning ahead, a skilled and professional technicians staff and workforce, continuous technological innovations, functional and efficient automatic work stations and the ability to adapt to the client’s needs.

RIELDA advanced production process representing state-of-the-art lock manufacturing. The Whole Rielda productions is carried out by an automatic production process which is managed according to a modern computerisation and technological contents. The large investment in high performance and efficient working centres allow high productions speed, extensive production capacity, high flexibility and level of precision absolutely necessary to produce the Re-Programmable cylinder.

RIELDA is equipped with electronic programmable working centres as well as in multi-axis sophisticated and high-performance machines. All three the machinery plant are equipped with 30-axis Lathes and Milling Control Numeric Centres, robot loaded rotary transfer, horizontal and vertical machining centres, moulding machines, broaches, automatic Control Numeric Key Cutting machines, Pressing machines, Machines Tools, Lock Assembly machines. Wire and Dive Spark Erosion Machines enable to produce tools and steel moulds.

Further, these machines are also electronically controlled and programmable which means they run 24 hours a day and work fast while performing extremely complex operations; this also allows for great flexibility since the machines can change quickly from one task to another. The modern machines allow to keep the products quality standards constant and extremely close tolerance. Moreover, they meet our needs for bar capacity and number of driven tools. All the working centres are managed from high skill technicians that are trained periodically on new machines or on new added working features.

The Flexibility given by the Numeric Working Centres enable the production of commercial Re-programmable locks and the production of Re-Programmable locks to meet particular customers security and locking needs.

Throughout the plant, movement of materials and part in process is in accordance with highly automated master-flow-plan, designed to minimise turnaround time for your order. Utilising the high tech working centres, the plant is a picture of quality control.
RIELDA and the patented mechanical Re-Programmable cylinder

"History of a Revolution in conventional security"

RIELDA is establishing itself as one of the most dynamic and expanding firms in the security cylinder locks' field. The RIELDA's expansion and the penetration in international markets begun on 1990 when the Engineering Department developed a unique locking system and a unique security feature which allowed a level of Security and a effective Key Management and Control that were unprecedented:

- The mechanical Re-Programmable security cylinders.

The bet of the Engineering Department is contained in this phrase:
"A Single key to open many locks and being able to change this key without changing the lock as many time as is necessary : a lock that last a life."

The success of the Mechanical Re-programmable cylinders is to have far-reaching implications for many businesses who were concerned with safety and had to manage a large number of different locking devices efficiently, economically and safely and above all, had to gain and keep the level of security constantly as time goes by.

Re-Programming capability mean Security combined with comfort and Key Control.

The Re-Programming concept was so unique that an utility patent was issued. The utility patent was extended world-wide (64 countries) and by presenting their products to a global market at international trade fairs, RIELDA has become known internationally and has attracted many customers from all over the world. The Re-Programming feature was the bright and winning idea that catapulted RIELDA from a family business to an industry leader in its field with a world-wide distribution and today is setting the standard for high security and key control.

The success gained with some families of Re-Programmable cylinder, push the company to designed and manufacture a wide range of Re-Programmable locking system suitable for residential, industrial and commercial applications. The mechanical Re-Programmable security cylinders combine security functions against forced and manipulation attack and the benefits and advantages offered by the Re-Programming capability.

The Re-Programmable locks represent the Strong-Secure-Key Control Solution.

Right from the beginning, RIELDA's products have been used, and are continuing to be used, in many sectors of the market, such as: payphone Vending, Bank, Airline, Commercial and Residential buildings, Hotels, Gaming / Casino recreational machines, OEM applications, ect.

RIELDA's development and success through the years was quickened by a number of factors, such as: careful planning ahead, a dedicated workforce, continuous technological innovations, large investments in the manufacturing process, functional and the ability to adapt to the client's needs.

As a result of high investment in advanced production process combined with the commercial strategy to widen the offer of Re-programmable security cylinder locks for any type and for any applications, RIELDA is expanding internationally. The company presents a significant growth rate, strengthening itself through its quality in the market places, making more evident a gradual growth in the business volume and in the achievement of important position in the lock field.
Today RIELDA is a fully modern company with three production plants equipped with high tech automatic working centres which manufacture the wide range of Re-Programmable locks, market in world-wide. With stock always on hand, RIELDA is also able to provide a fast delivery service which will arrive on time, every time. Currently, RIELDA exports to 15 foreign countries, supplying them with both the standard catalogue products, and special, custom-made locks which are tailored to the customer's needs.

Today, with the wide range of Re-Programmable locks for all the applications, RIELDA will continue its leadership in the security sectors, key control and retrofit cylinder marketplace, providing a comprehensive range of door cylinders to cam locks to padlocks enables security upgrades without alteration of door or existing hardware replacement.